Kahn-tineta Horn to speak at second annual Northwest Indian Youth Conference
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Miss Kahn-tineta Horn, the "Mohawk Beauty with a Mission" featured in a January issue of Look magazine, will speak at the second annual Northwest Indian Youth Conference, scheduled at Montana State University May 1, 2 and 3.

Miss Horn's topic will be "Clarification of the Indian's Situation and his Role in the Future," according to Gary Kimble, Elliston, chairman of the conference coordinating committee. The speaker, from Montreal, Canada, is sponsored by the Foundation of North American Indian Culture, Bismarck, N. D.

Also slated to address the Indian high school and college students from throughout the region are Bruce Wilkie, Neah Bay, Wash., who was active in the recent Indian demonstrations over fishing rights in Washington, and Sister Providentia, College of Great Falls, who has worked with the landless Indians in Great Falls. Wilkie will speak on "Intergroup Relationships in the Northwest," and Sister Providentia, on "Non-ward Representation in Indian Government."

The conference will include talks and panel discussions on Indian problems by tribal leaders, Bureau of Indian Affairs personnel and educators, according to the coordinating committee. Particular attention will be given to pan-Indianism, isolationism and the nationalistic movement.